Former Mossad director
discusses Middle East

Underage students
cited for drinking
By ECHO EDITORIAL
STAFF
After a bus transporting students from an off-campus party in Rome , Maine back to the
College was stopped by Oakland Police in the early hours
of Sunday, Oct. 6, nearly two
dozen
students
were
charged
with
underage
drinking.
Two
were additionally
charged with aggravated forgery,
for giving officers false names.
The news broke
in an article published
by
the
Morning Sentinel
on Oct. 7, which
explained that the
bus was initially stopped for
speeding. According to a statement made by Oakland Police
Sgt. Tracey Frost, things took a
turn-when Oakland Office Bryant Laverdiere boarded the bus ,
he "noticed young people 'and
a d e f i n i t i v e smell of alcohol. '"
After their identification
was cheeked , 10 students who
w e r e confirmed to be over 21
years-old were allowed to disembark and make their way
back to campus . The College 's
jitney service , which typically
does not cross the Waterville

town line, was allowed to
make an exception for students waiting on High Street .
Some students also used local
taxi services to make it back
to the Hill after cooperating
with officials.
Over the past two years ,
the prevalence of off-campus
parties has been
a hot-button issue on the Hill ,
raising questions
of
responsibility, the realism of
21 -and-over-only
gatherings
and
town/gown relations. According
to the Sentinel,
similar
charges
were
brought
against
"more
than two dozen
students in September 2011;
11 students in October 2011;
17 students in May of 2012 , 81
students in March , and 12 students in April. "
Students who were cited will
appear in Waterville District
Court on Dec. 17 . Underage
d r i n k i n g is a civil offense and
is punishable by an estimated
$200 for a first offense. A story about the incident published
in the Bangor Dail y News on
Oct. 8 said , "who provided the
students with alcohol is still
under investigation."

Students who
were cited will
appear in
Waterville
District Court
on Dec. 17.
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aimHalcvv, a former director of the Israeli intelligence agency Mossad, delivered the 2013 Liptnan Lecture
By GRIFFIN METTO
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Hach year, the Lipman Lecture
Committee brings a speaker to
the College to speak on a topic
related to Jewish Studies. Past
speakers have included authors
Chaim Potok and Jonathan Saffron Foer and Nobel Prize winner
Elie Wiesel.
This year, the committee invited Efraim Halevy, former di-

rector of the Israeli intelligence
agency Mossad , to discuss the
i- i.i ii.ni state of affairs in the
Middle Hast and his experience
as an intelligence officer.
Halevy was born in London ,
England but moved with his
famil y to Israel upon its establishment as a state in 1948.
Professor of Classics Yossi Roisman noted in his introduction
that Halevy "served with distinction for almost 40 years" in
Mossad , including as director

from 1998-2002.
Roisman added that Halevy
served with "prime ministers
of vastly different political outlooks," from Yitzhak Rabin to
current Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. Rabin , who was assassinated after negotiating the
Oslo Accords with Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat , was much
more liberal than Netanyahu ,
See MIDDLE EAST. Page 2

Administrators attend SGA meeting
By GRIFFIN METTO
ASST NEWS EDITOR

President William "Bro " Adams and Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students Jim Terhune attended this
week' s Student Government Association (SGA) meeting to deliver their report on the year so
far and future plans.
Adams said that he is happy
with how the year has proceeded
thus far and is looking forward to
working with SGA on a number
of issues. He expressed excitement about the work of the Student Accountability Task Force in
analyzing social and academic responsibility on campus and noted
that , "the Board is very interested
in this issue of accountability , "
In addition to problems he
will be w o r k i n g on w i t h SGA ,
Adams also discussed several
projects thai are going on around
campus. The Phase II renovation of Miller Library "will be a
much more complex part of the
project." he told SGA.

Adams acknowledged the
"unease " on campus about the
renovations , but said that the
College took on the project with
students in mind . Adams also
touched on the plan to turn Roberts into a residence hall by fall
2015 , and the recent opening of
the Museum of Art before taking
questions from SGA members.
In the question and answer period , Adams and Terhune responded
to multiple questions about oncampus housing, including whether they would consider creating
on-campus houses or fraternitylike social houses such as those
that exist at fellow NESCACs
Bowdoin and Middlebury.
Adams and Terhune agreed
that they wanted to add variety
to housing on campus , but did
not think that getting more students to live on-campus would
require major changes. "We 'd
like to see some more creativity
[in housing options), " Terhune
said. "That doesn 't necessarily
mean that we have to add more
residential space ," he added.
In terms of social houses spe-

cifically, Terhune and Adams
said that the issue is a charged
one at the College and unlikely to get major support. "The
whole question of social organisations here is pretty freighted
w i t h si gnificance ," Adams saidSGA Publicity Chair Maddie
Hunsicker '14 asked about the
Colleger s relationship with the
local police departments and expressed concern that police are
targeting students in certain cases.
Terhune noted that he understood
her concern, but overall relations
between the College and the Waterv ille Police are relatively good.
"The relationship with the Waterv if Je Police is a lot better than it
was \m the past], " he said.
Adams added that students
should understand that , "there
has been a very significant push
across that state of Maine to cut
down on underage drinking " and
that those hosting off-campus
parties become responsible for
anyone they let into their houses.
See SGA. Page 2
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SGA revisits College 's residence hall vandalism policy
From SGA MEETING . Page 1

Adams and Terhune noted
that two recent incidents have
occurred in Oakland and they
haven 't had much contact in the
past with the Oakland Police
Department. They promised to
review any incidents from the
weekend and their next meeting
and move forward from there.
Administrative
Assistant
Kelsey Cromie '14 brought up
the fact that an expected communication on Phase II of the College 's tobacco policy has not yet
been sent out to students. Adams
apologized for the mistake and
explained that he would send the
information to students.
He noted that while Phase II
is intended to be a tobacco-free
campus, "We haven 't worked
out the details of exactly what
that means. " Terhune added
that some action may be taken
against students who repeatedly

echo

draw attention to themselves
through tobacco use , but "we 're
not looking to start throwing

He noted that
while Phase II
is intended to
be a tobaccofree campus,
"We haven't
worked out the
details of
exactly what
that means."

people out of school. "
Terhune also fielded a question about the planned style of

housing for Roberts after its
renovation. "It 's going to be a
mixture of suites and then some
singles and some regular double
rooms as well ," he said.
Class of 2014 co-President
Kelly Ling said that students
will not want to come back onto
campus if Roberts does not offer kitchens and certain amenities. Terhune responded , "Nobody can go off-campus without
permission ," so the number of
students leaving campus won 't
be a problem.
He added that the number of
students who are forced to live
off-campus is typ ically higher
than the number who want to , so
the Roberts renovations is unlikely to limit the options of students
who wish to live off-campus.
After hearing from Adams and
Terhune, SGA moved on to discuss a modified motion by Sturtevant Dorm President Jacob
Kandel ' 16 on residence hall vandalism. The new motion would

tobacco ban announced

On Tuesday morning. President W i l l i a m "Bro " Adams
sent out an Official Notice r e m i n d i n g the campus that
Phase II of the tobacco ban is now in effect.
Last year , there were three designated smoking areas
on campus , but those areas have now been designated
smoke-free as well. As of Oct. 1, the campus was officially tobacco-free.
Adams emphasized that the College "is committed to
helping peop le who wish to eliminate tobacco from their
lives. " He noted that information about the College 's tobacco policies is available at www .colby.edu/tobaccofree.
At last w e e k e n d ' s SGA meeting, Adams and Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students Jim Terhune noted that they are not actively trying to throw students out of school and will be w o r k i n g with the campus
to make the policy work realistically.
G r i f f i n Met to . Asst Sews Editor

dorm damage ," Ling, a supporter
of the motion , said. "We might as
well have the cost be lower for
everybody," she added.
Members continued to debate
the merits of the proposal , but
eventually decided
to table it. SGA
Parliamentarian
Philip Hussey '14
noted that the most
SGA can do is make
a recommendation
to Campus Life on
the matter and that
SGA should seek
their opinion before
moving forward.
SGA intends to
talk with Campus
Life before the
next formal meeting, which will occur two weeks
after Fall Break . Depending on
the result of those discussions ,
SGA may choose to continue
debate on the motion at their
next meeting.

The motion
provoked
a variety of
reactions on
both sides of
the issue.

Deans Office
Disciplinary Report

.

news brief

I Phase II of

recommend dividing vandalism
charges among all students on
campus, including those living in
substance-free housing for a trial
period of one semester.
The motion provoked a variety of reactions on
both sides of the
issue. East Quad
Dorm
President
Emma Clay '16
said that based
on her poll , the
majority of chemfree
residents
don 't support the
policy.
"I don 't support this motion ,"
SGA co-President
Cole
Yaverbaum
'14 added. She said
that there is "definitely a high correlation between alcohol use and
dorm damage," making the policy
unfair for chem-free residents.
"Not a lot of peop le are turning
in the people who are committing

I

September 2013
Charge:
Underage possession/consumption of
aleohol (beer or wine) ] 1 st offense]

Quantity:
16

Sanction:
Disciplinary Warning

Underage possession/consumption of
alcohol (beer or wine) [2nd offense]

6

Disciplinary Probation (one semester)

Underage possession/consumption of
alcohol (beer or wine) [3rd offense]

1

Permanent Disciplinary Probation

Possession/consumption of hard alcohol
[1st offense]

13

Permanent Hard Alcohol Disciplinary
Probation

Possession/consumption of hard alcohol
[2nd offense]

2

Suspension

Furnishing a location for minors to consume alcohol [1st offense]

3

Disciplinary Warning

Use of a false I.D. [1st offense]

1

Disciplinary Warning

Drug violation - possession and use of
marijuana [ 1 st offense]

3

Permanent Disciplinary Probation

Vandalism

5

Disciplinary Probation and Restitution

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

Goldfarb Center hosts four
female leaders of Maine
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

Today, Oct. 10, the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and Civic engagement is welcoming four
female leaders from Maine for
Lean-In Colby: Women Leaders
of Maine. Inspired by Facebook
COO Sheryl Sandberg 's bestselling book Lean In , which addresses
the struggles female leaders face in
the workplace and, according to its
jacket copy, "examines why women 's progress in achieving leadership roles has stalled, explains the
root causes, and offers compelling,
commonsense solutions that can
empower women to achieve their
full potential ," the event gives these
women an opportunity to discuss
their experiences and insights regarding female leadership in today 's world.
"The purpose is to inspire , confide in, and learn from each other
as peers. [The event is J for women
leaders , aspiring women leaders ,
and anyone else who supports female leadership," Goldfarb Center
Fellow Maya Ramakrishnan '16
said. "I really think that the 'you
can 't be what you can 't see' principle holds true. I think creating
spaces where women can serve
as role models for other women is
really important , and really rare ,"
she said.
Goldfarb Center Fellow Jane
Wiesenberg '16 . hel ped to organize the event with Ramakrishnan.
She said , "On such a small campus
with so many female students in
leadership positions , it can be easy
to forget that in the larger world
outside Colb y, women still strug-

gle to keep pace with men m the
workplace. Ultimately, not only is
the discussion both important and
relevant , but the speakers clearly
have the background and expertise to speak first-hand about their
experiences working in powerful
positions and share their ideas for
fostering future generations of active and driven women."
"When we were thinking
about panelists for this event ,
we wanted someone related to
Colby, " said Assistant Director
of the Goldfarb Center and Oak
Institute Amanda Cooley, "so we
have two of them. Sarah Burns
who graduated in '79 . She is the
[president and] CEO of [Central Maine Power]. She was just
named CEO of the Year by Maine
Biz. She is really interested in
the concept of women going into
professional fields like engineering," she said. In addition to leading at CMP, B urns is a member
and past-chairman of the Board
of Trustees of MaineHealth , a
member of the Board of Directors of the Maine State Chamber
of Commerce, and chairman of
Maine & Company, a business
development organization.
"And then we have Lisa Hallee
'81. She is the VP for philanthro py
at Maine General- She w ent on from
here to Cornell... [and] was a lawyer in D.C. for some time." Cooley
said. After working as a lawyer,
Hallee moved into philanthropy.
She has over 16 years of experience
in philanthropic leadershi p positions including roles at experience
in philanthropy and has served in
leadership positions at Colby College, BankBoston Foundation , City
Year Boston, and the Center for

Women and Enterprise.
In addition to College graduates Bums and Hallee, Maine State
Senator for District 30 (D) Emily Kane is a speaker at the event.
Cooley said that because Kane is a
young professional and occupies
an influential position , she has an
interesting perspective to bring to
the conversation. She is currently
the Coordinator of advancement
for the Honors College at the University of Maine and is working
towards a Ph.D. in Higher Education , also at UMaine.
The fourth guest is Thomas College President Laurie Lachance.
She is both the first alumna and first
female to lead Thomas College. Prior to serving as a college president.
Lachance was the President and
CEO of the non-profit organization
Maine Development Foundation.
Based on the sort of discussion that is facilitated around the
event , Wiesenberg and Ramakrishnan might hel p start a group
that would give interested people
the opportunity to gather and
carry on the conversation about
female leadership. Wiesenberg
said , "If there seems to be enough
interest , 1 think that we 'd love to
keep the conversation going by
finding a group of [students , faculty or staff] who want to further
discuss and find solutions for the
obstacles that women face in the
workforce.... I think that after
any event that sparks an interesting and motivational dialogue ,
we, as students , should find ways
to extend a campus conversation
beyond the single lecture, panel,
or debate. In fact, perhaps future
events and programming would
come out of such an initiative. "
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Halevy speaks about
Middle Eastern politics
From MOSSAD, Page 1

who is a member of the conservative Likud Party.
Halevy began his talk by describing the "game of nations "
he believes is going on in the
Middle East today. "We are now
living throug h the dismemberment of an arrangement which
was created 100 years ago ," he
said , referring to the instability
of Middle Eastern states , most of
which were created through European colonial influence.
Halevy discussed how Britain
and France established minont>
leaderships in countries such as
Iraq and Jordan , which became
repressive and fomented extremist
opposition , which has come to the
surface in recent years.
He said that sovereignty "is
now under question, " with the
rise of non-state actors and the
deep divisions within states.
In regard to the Arab Spring
uprisings , he explained , "The
masses as a non-state actor is
something new. " Halevy added that the result of the Arab
Spring will depend on the question of "whether you can h a v e
[a} democracy which is a sustained system of government ,"
in M i d d l e Eastern states with
little exposure to democratic
systems of gov ernment.
After discussing the current instability of the Middle East. Halevy exp lained Israel itself has not
always been as secure as it is today.
Despite h a v i n g won the 1967
Arab-Israeli War in six days ,
Israel appeared to be in grave
danger in the earl} days of the
1973 Yom Kippur War. The Yom
Kippur War began on Yom Kippur , the holiest day for Jews , on
October 25 , 1973 with a surprise
attack by Egypt and Syria.
Halevy said that Mossad had
indications at the time that something out of the ordinary was going on , including the fact that the
Soviet Union was moving its advisors out oi ' Syria, hut they did
not act
As a result , Israel suffered
heavy losses in the early days of
the conflict. "In the first week of
the war , Israel lost one third of
Us air force. " Hal evy said. At the
time, people in Israel were not
convinced that their state would
s u r v i v e as it was. "It was clear
to me that the United States also
had its doubts ," he added

By the end of the war , he said ,
Israel had turned the tide and
was advancing on both Egypt
and Syria when the international
community stepped in. Halevy
considers the outcome of the
Yom Kippur War to be a major
turning point for the political
landscape of the Middle East.
He said that in the years after
the war, the Soviet Union lost
influence in the region , Iraq was
weakened , culminating in the
overthrow of Saddam Hussein
in 2003 and Syria "tried to reach
sonic kind of understanding with
the United States. "
Recentl y, Halevy said , outside
influence in the Middle East has
shifted again , with . Russia trying
to regain its lost power in the region. "The United States is happy with the Russian initiative on
the Sjrian issue. " he said in reference to the agreement between
S>na and the international community. Under the agreement ,
Syria must give up its chemical
weapons stockpile in order to
avoid foreign interv ention , but
otherwise the civil war will go
on as is for the time being.
Halevy expressed his overall unhappiness w i t h the current
state of affairs in the Middle
East , saying that many countries
in the area "can 't stand on their
own feet " and many of the revolutionary groups taking part in
the Arab Spring "don 't have the
w h e r e w i t h a l to run the show ," if
and when thev do come to power.
Halevy said that recent limes
have also been worrisome from
an intelligence perspective. "|AJ
hig h degree of uncertaintv is
something w h i c h has been at the
roots of manv of the problems
we have today in intelligence. "
he said.
Halevy said he is skeptical of
the intentions of both great powers and states in the Middle East
and does not believe the problems in the region will end any
time soon. "There will not be law
and order in the Middle East for
years to come." he said.
H a l e v y made clear that he
does not trust Syrian President
Basilar Assad and new Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani and is
not optimistic about future negotiations. Despite his feelings, Halevy added that negotiating with
the enemy is always worthwhile
and that doing so is essential to
finding an eventual solution to
the instability in the Middle I ast

CVC plans service opportunities for the year
By TANYA KUREISHI
NEWS STAFF

"The Merriem Webster Dictionary" defines a volunteer as
j person who freely offers to
take part in an enterprise or undertake a task. A "Colby volunteer." however, takes on a more
novel meaning. Colby volunteers
are often found immersed in the
range of opportunities offered
b\ the Colb y Volunteer Center
(CVC). CVC members are motivated , involved and warmhearted
individuals , none more so than
co-direetors Josh Balk 14 and
Amanda Carbonneau " 14.
Balk and Carbonneau have
been active members of the CVC
since their first year at the College. Having been involved in
volunteer programs as early as
their middle school years, both
are extremely pleased with the
plethora ot volunteer opportunities available on campus. For
Balk, the Besi Huddles program .
where students are paired with
a iiieni.il! > disabled adult from
Quarry Road Shelter
has been a
highlight Balk has been involved
in the program and been partnered
w ith the same huddv for the past
four years
The CVC is a siudenl-run program thai falls under the Gofdfarf
Center for Public Affairs and Civic Engagement and encompasses
most of the v olunteer-related
events that take place on the Hill

It emphasizes civic engagement
as the primary means of giving
back to the community and the
Co-directors commonly refer to it
as their senior thesis " Reflecting
the level of their commitment and
the experience they gain
In recent years , the CVC has
hosted man> memorable events ,
most of which will be reappearing this semester.
A series of events
that Carbonneau
and Balk are particularl y
excited
about w i l l
take
place over the upI [allowcoming
ed] weekend.
I b i s year, the
CVC - is ail about
¦¦bringing
.scar>
back." as program
leaders are organizing events such
as the Hard y Girls '
"Freaky Five K."
'"

a

five-kilometer

classes on female empowerment.
An event with a more campuscentered goal will lake place on
Nov. 9th. With aspirations of
campus-wide participation and
heightened enthusiasm , the CVC
co-directors advocate the importance of Johnson Hay, a day in
which the students take the time
to clean up the College 's campus
m order to thank
PPD lor their > earlong efforts. Johnson Day typically
brings out around
100 students, and
Carbonneau
and
Balk hope to see
many more participants this year.
The CVC is
about more than
|iisl
isolated
events.
Along
with various charitable
endeavors
throughout
the
year , the CVC has
a number of spring
break
programs
that bring together
students from every grade level , called Alternative Spring Break.
This year. Colby volunteers
will be traveling to New York
City, Appalachia , Guatemala
and Arizona to engage in handson community work . Two Colby students w h o head volunteer groups during the year of
between 10 to 12 students will

Carbonneau
and Balk
believe that
running the
CVC is similar to running a nonfor profit
business.

run where runners
dress up in spook y
halloween
costumes , and a weekend 'Halloween Extravaganza '
tor the children of Waterville
Devoted to empowering women ,
the Mardv Girls branch of the
CVC promotes gender equalit} and education. Along with
Halloween-related festivities, the
Hard y Girls frequentl y lake trips
into schools in Waterville. where
pairs of Colby students teach
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Josh Balk 14 and Amanda Carbonneau '14 are heads of ihe C olhv I olunieer Center
lead each trip. With applications
due Oct. 1 . groups meet early
on in the year in order to bond
and engage in the educational
components of the service trips.
Guatemala volunteers, for example , meet with a professor
throughout the year to read and
discuss Guatemalan literature
Carbonneau stresses the importance of these trips because they
demonstrate how a Colb y education provides the extra advantage of t a k i n g students outside
of the classroom.
C arbonneau and Balk believe
that running the CVC is similar
to running a non-for-profit business: "you get out of it whatever

you put in ." Balk said. The essence of volunteering denotes
the placement of another 's needs
above one 's own: of committing
a series of selfless acts.
Participating in the CVC is a
great way of getting yourself involved and out there whilst bettering the lives of others. "The
best thing about the CVC is how
dynamic it is. There is literall y
a place for everyone. We have
programs rang ing from working
w i t h animals to working in soup
kitchens " says Carbonneau. The
CVC is excited for the upcoming year and continuing to bring
community service opportunities to the college.

Rock sculptures intrigue campus
By GRACE BALDWIN
FEATURES EDITOR

In the last month, many on
campus have noticed the impressive stacked rock sculptures built
outside of the Hillside Dorms.
The creator unci meaning behind
these artistic yet seemingly random pilings has been a mystery

for many students on the Hill ,
until now.
Meet Preston Johnson-Chonkar
' 1 7, the man behind the mystery.
Johnson-Chonkar is a first-year
student at the College, orig inally
from New Jersey, where he attended Burton Academy.
Johnson-Chonkar began stacking rocks during COOT {Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trip). "I
went on photography COOT.
Time went by and peop le needed
new things to take pictures of. "
he said
Upon arriving back on campus . Johnson-Chonkar
continued his newfound hobb y of
stacking rocks . This , however ,
was not the first time he had
been attracted to the challenge
of balancing objects.
"I was the kid in first grade who
would take markers and see how
lull lie can make them In eig hth
grade health class we got a robotic baby and so I balanced it on its
head Basically I try [to balance]
anything that can or cannot be
balanced. " he exp lained
l«Kr.c«n_/-l'i««t-^r In,... T«M-

er p laces throug hout campus.
M i l l e r library is another favorite location.
The student bod y has had
different reactions to the rock
f o r m a t i o n s , from posting the
photos on Instagram to try ing
to knock dow n the meticulous
creations . "[ have had peop le
throw I-risbees at them and
[intoxicated
students] have

Johnson-Chonkar. "One time
someone saw me b u i l d i n g the
rocks and asked my name and
then spontaneously started to
sing about me. "
J o h n s o n - C h o n k a r is not sure
what he wants to concentrate
in academically at the College, but is currently taking
psychology, music . Japanese
and studio art f o u n d a t i o n s , a
prerequisite to take scul pture.
a course Johnson-Chonkar is
interested in. "1 have been using the art studio as a sculpture
studio really. " laughed Johnson-Chonkar. "On the day we
were supposed to draw apples

Chonkar has retained a modest
attitude about his skill. "When
people ask [how I do it], I tell
them to take one rock and put it
on another. When peop le say it
looks difficult, it is because they
have never tried it. If you 're one
of the people that thinks it 's hard
it might not be as daunting as it
looks ," said Johnson-Chonkar.
Behind bis scul ptures Johnson-Chonkar is not intending
lo produce meaning or make a
statement; he himself is still trying to understand wh y be has
such an affinity for balancing
things. "I' ve been asked if it is
for meditation , but I' ve said no.
I know it is a practice it Buddhist
communities , but there is no affiliation ." said Johnson-Chonkar.
Althoug h , he puts a lot of
time and care into bis pilings .
Johnson-Chonkar does not have
a strong attachment to his constructions; he understands that
the nature of things you build is
they must eventuall y lall d o w n
"Peop le pay a lot of attention to
the fact that they fall down and
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COURTESY OF PRESTON lOHNSON CHONKAR

John&on-Chonkar first .started balancing
rocksduringhis Photograph} COOT
(Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip)
Johnson-Chonkar said.
Johnson-Chonkar will continue to practice bis love for
balancing; his sculptures will
remain a source of bewilderment and aesthetic beauty for
students on the Hill "If peop le
are interested they should g i v e
It
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Cautionary Tales
from a Fishaholic
Sam Fresher
By SAM FRESHER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Hello , my name is Sam , and
my obsession is an addictive ,
engrossing and enigmatic pursuit known as fly-fishing. At
Colby, I am well situated to access some of the finest streams
and rivers in the Northeast. On
these cool September weekends ,
Maine fly-fishing is at its prime.
Three weeks ago you heard
from my friend Jake Abbuhl ' 16
who is presently resting up from
a hard weekend of salmon fishing, so here is my fish story.
"Perhaps fishing, " wrote renowned Canadian fly-fisherman
Roderick Hai g-Brown , "is only
an excuse to be near rivers. " Of
all the fishing adventures I have
enjoyed , none has more exemplified this assertion than my recent
trip to Maine 's Rapid River. Situated in the Rangeley region of
Maine 's Western Mountains , the
Rapid ' s crystal clear waters connect Lower Richardson and Umbagog Lakes. Recognized as one
of the best brook trout streams in
North America, the Rapid is at its
finest in September , when landlocked salmon and brook trout
make their way into the river for
the fall spawn. With two good
friends , I departed on Friday
ni ght for the long drive to the river. Access was difficult , limited
to unnamed dirt logg ing roads, as
hard on your navigation skills as
they are on your suspension. After the three-hour drive, the hig hlig ht of which was a belligerent
porcupine that refused to yield
the road , we made camp near the
rivei. f a l l i n g asleep was difficult.
as four-pound brook trout and giant salmon tugged and leapt relentlessl y in my imagination.
The
next
morning.
we
emerged from the woods to

arrive at the object of our antici pation: the Rapid. I had
never seen water so clear; and
standing amongst the boulders
and looking up at the towering pines that lined the steam, I
have never felt more immersed
in wilderness. The fishing got
off to a slow start; we fished
different types of water , varied
our methods , and tried many
flies. Eventually, we found
success with Black Ghost and
Mitchell Creek streamer patterns (baitfish imitations), as
well as Prince and Hare 's Ear
nymphs (aquatic insect imitations). Our catch included the
j u m p i n g landlocked salmon and
big brook trout of my visions.
As we began the long drive
back to the Hilt , I think we all
would have agreed with Mr.
Haig-Brown that our fish made
fine excuses to spend a day on
a river as wild and beautiful as
the Rap id.
As we transition into October , when cooler temperatures accelerate the salmon
spawn , we will focus on the
few streams that remain open ,
i n c l u d i n g Grand Lake Stream
in Down Last Maine , the East
O u t l e t of the Kennebec River in
G r e e n v i l l e , M a i n e , and even the
legendary Salmon River in Pulaski. New York. We will also
target striped bass at locations
along the Maine and Massachusetts Coasts , i n c l u d i n g the
Cape Cod Canal and the famed
waters of Martha ' s Vineyard.
For more i n f o r m a t i o n on flyf i s h i n g and Maine ' s waters,
contact me at sfresher^ coib y.
edu. Or. if you overhear a group
of guys in an impassioned discussion about rivers , fish , or
fl y - f i s h i n g , chances are those
are my friends , feci free to ask
us a n y t h i n g . Happy Fishing!
Happy fishing.

WHO'S WHO: JUSTIN OWUMI 14

Aspiring doctor, campus leader
By THOMAS THORNTON
NEWS STAFF

Justin Owumi '14 has become a
strong presence on campus and made
an impact on a variety of activities on
campus. Owumi is a captain of the track
team, a research assistant in the Chemistry rJepartmentand one of the leaders
of Mules Against Violence, a coalition of
students who want to raise awareness of
sexual violence in the community. He is
majonng in biochemistry and minoring
in education.
In the past, Owumi has participated
in several different medical programs,
including Harvard University's outreach
program. Project Success. While participating in this program.Owumi conducted researchin a disease lab at one
of Harvard Medical School's hospitals.
He analyzed Staphylococcus bacteria,
the etiologic agent of Staph infections,
characterizing strainsthat were affecting
premahire babies.
Owumi has also completed Duke
University's Summer Medical Education Program, a program designed to
prepare interested undergraduates for
medical school. Dunng his time there,
Owumi took several courses along
with participating in clinical rotations,
patient simulations and mock medical
school interviews.
This past summer. Owumi workedat
the Children's National Medical Center
studying Rheumatic Heart Disease, an
inflammatory disease that affects the
heart, joints, skin and brain of the patient
He developed a student awareness and
nursing curriculum while working on a
case Study of the disease.
After describing his experiences,
Owumi remarked. "I Itave alw-aysbeen
pre-med, but ev er since I started [Project
Success at Harvard] the more I realized
I wanted to be a doctor, and Duke was
where 1 said 'tins is only tiling 1 could see
myselfdoing.'"
Currently. Owumi is working as a
research assistant for Associate Professor of Chemistry Kev in Rice, where
his work involvesthe drug laromustine
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which is iLsed to treat acute myelogenous leukemia.
Along with his academic endeavors.
Owumi is also one of the threecaptains
of the men's track and field team. He is
a triple jumper and runs the 55 and 110
meter races. Owumi enjoys the sense of
community from the track team,saying,
"I think it 's just one big family You have
such a vanety of people with so many
different interests and backgrounds and
you inherently learn a lot from them. b>
hearing their stones and competing and
practicing with them, you develop a special bond tliat you can 't really break."
Owumi is also one of the leaders
of Mules Against Violence (MAV). a
cJtib devoted to challenging the notions
of masculinity in society. Remembering some of die projects the club has
taken in, he said that last >ear the club
paired up with the Colby Feminist Alliance to make "Tins is What a Feminist
Looks Like t-shiits. Although Owumi
is known lor Ins dapper button-ups .ind
bow ties, he said that the feminist t-shnt
i>, one of his favorite pieces of clothing,
MAV has been a big part of CXvium 's
C olby experience, adding. "Being a
memberof MAV hashelped me develop
""

as a man and practice healthy masculinity."
Owumi is also actively involved in
other student clubs and organizations on
campus, including: Students Organised
tor Black and HispanicUnity (SOBHU).
the Men of Color Alliance (MOCA).
and Gentlemen of Quality (GQ).
At this point you may be wondenng
how Owumi manages all of these activities, while still maintaining a social life
—and at least some form of a Orcadian
rhythm. Owumi explained. "I av erage 4
to 6 hours of sleep a night 6 hours on a
greatday. but I really love it and I' m really driven—1know what the end goalis."
Owumi has bnght plans for the future. He is eurrentl> finishing up the
application process for the Rhodes
Scholarship. Each year 32 American
students are selected asa RhodesScholar: Owumi recognizesthe selectivityof
the program and has alternative plans
just in case. He said. "I want a master 's in public health, and if the Rhodes
Scholarship doesn ' t work out I plan to
do some kind of public health research
for a year or two. and then go into med
school." Owumi hopes to one dav become a pediatric cardiologist

Enviro-Co club tackles environmental issues on Mayflower Hill
By HENRY HOLTZER

Sam Fresher '15 has loved traveling to and exploring the waters of Mann
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JustinOwumi '14 Is a researchassistant and a Captain of the Men s' Track Team.

Colby College 's club Enviro-Co
considers itself the "Catch-all" environmental group on Mayflower Hill
Co-President Brin Love "14 says,
"The members really drive what we
do. We are looking to tackle whatever env uoninental issues the members
want. " The club spans a broad range
of issues, from the recycling of the
boxes given out at the Spa to organizing trips to nation-wide environmental conventions such as PowerShift in Pittsburg h. Penn . an event
that is a coming together of students,
who want to fig ht for cleaner, renewable energy.
Over the past four years, the leadership of Enviro-Co has evolved to
include more participation from all
members The club used to have a
loose leadership structure, making
u so that Enviro-Co was entirely
driven bv a coie ol dedicated seniors

year hard , as there was nobody to
lake over the reigns of the club once
those students had left the College.
Love says . "Now we are re-vamping
the structure and increasing the overall accountability of the members
of the club Accountability is really
something that we felt as thoug h we
were missing, before which we need
increase so that the club is able to
move forward."
The issues that Enviro-Co tackles
change as new env uoninental problems arise. This year, the club is targeting fossil fuel divestment Love
says. "That 's a big one for us, and
we have been focusing on it for some
time. " In addition to working on controlling the overuse of fossil filets, the
club has been ailivcl) involved with
environmental problems at Colby
Reducing the amount of waste the
College produces and making sine
that it uses as much locally grown
produce as possible are |iist a few tit
the issues that the club is attempting
to tackle here on the Hill.

p lanned on campus m the near future As part ol Colby's food Day.
the club is hosting a Student Environmental \ri Show Love says .
We ' re really excited for the show
We have some good student submissions already. However , we are
always looking for more If am, student is interested in submitting air.
work for this , he or she can contact
Cassandra Smith. " In addition to the
art show , the club has p lans to organize Farm Mobs , in which groups of
l olb y students go and hel p a farmer
with whatever tasks he needs done
on ili.it particular dav
This year . Enviro-Co is allocating
a lot of tune to the env ironmental issues surrounding the College I ove
says, "Out three big on-campus
goals for the yeat are to control pe sticide use. promote recycling and
encourage the use of local foods We
think that accomplishing these three
things will hel p to not onl y better the
Colb y campus, but leave a positive
influence on Enviro-Co thai can be

Henry Beck '09 College students coach
on ME politics youth soccer downtown

the most pressing issue that he
would like to focus on in the upcoming year, but he aims to do
so without "neg lecting pressing
In 200^ . Representative Hen- social issues like child poverty
ry Beck '09 graduated with the and public health. "
Beck cites his experiences at
one thing every college senior
the College as extremely infludesperately wants: a job.
ential motivators
A government
that led him to
major on the Hill .
a career in poliBeck, a Demotics.
He advises
erat. w a s elected
students
interthe Maine House
ested in pursing
of
Representaa s i m i l a r path to
t i v e 's District 76
take advantage of
Representative
the openness and
in 2008. He has
accessibility
of
served W a t e r v i l l e
elected
officials
and Oakland resiin Maine.
dents in this ca"Colby
stupacity ever since.
dents...can
easBeck was inily put themselves
spired to run for
on a career track
office after w i t in politics if they
nessing the "treare simp ly willing
mendous political
to make time to
energy " on camvolunteer on campus during the
2008 Presidential
pai gns and engage
in the greater comrace , he said.
munity." he said.
"1 had local
He added that he
roots and m u n i c i "the
encounters
pal experience. "
connections
and
he
explained.
"But when I saw
Henry Beck friendships I made
at Colby every day
h u n d r e d s of ColMaine Representati\«
in my work."
by students b r a v In all endeaving a snowstorm
to vote in that
ors . Beck attempts
to mirror the accessibility of the
year 's caucus. I k n e w the t i m e
elected officials he admired as a
w a s rig ht. "
student. He is always available
Beck' s family has l i v e d
in central Maine for genera- and eager to help constituents
because " people appreciate legtions , and Beck m a t r i c u l a t e d
islators who try and listen."
t h r o u g h the W a t e r v i l l e school
system before a t t e n d i n g the
HARVEST FEST
C o l l e g e . His close r e l a t i o n s h i p w i t h local businesses and
l o n g - s t a n d i n g interest in politics spurred his i n v o l v e m e n t
in local affairs.
"I was a l w a y s exposed to lots
of people and civic affairs. "
Beck e x p l a i n e d . "When I was
in m i d d l e school . 1 knocked
on doors for Al Gore
Ever
since , politics and c o m m u n i t y
have been an important part of
my life."
In the most recent session .
Beck focused on passing laws
that he saw as most important to
local residents and businesses ,
he said Partially as a result of
his sponsorshi p, laws to expand
screening for congenital heart
defects, reduce red tape for
small liquor manufacturers , prov i d e financial security in real estate closings and improve name
registrations for businesses are
now in effect.
"Mv work mig ht not always
seem e x c i t i n g , but every week
1 strive to help Maine peop le
n a v i g a t e state g o v e r n m e n t and
make life better for others. '
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAC NEWS EDITOR

"Colby
students can
easily put
themselves
on a career
track in politics if they...
vounteer on
campaigns
and engage
in the
greater
community."

Keek said

By MICHAEL JENKINS
NEWS STAFF

This fall. Malia Kawamura ' 14
and Jonathon Brink-Roby '14
are giving back to the Waterville
community by spending their
weekends coaching youth recreational soccer.
After hearing that the Waterville Youth Soccer Association
(WYSA) was looking for volunteer coaches through a schoolgenerated email announcement ,
Kavvamura jumped at the opportunity to get involved and quickly persuaded her friend. BrinkRoby, to assist her. "When I was
young I always thoug ht it would
be cool to coach soccer. I always
looked up to and loved my coaches." she said.
"And that 's all we want," joked
Brink-Roby.
Kavvamura secured a position
throug h WYSA director Mike
Antoniello. His soccer program
enrolls between 210 and 270 children between the fall and spring
seasons. Teams are divided by
age and , in some cases , skill level. Local pre-kindergarteners to
seventh-graders are all welcome
to join.
The late start of the Spring
season makes it difficult for students from the College to help as
coaches. In the Fall, however, approximately 15 students have volunteered over the last two seasons.
"The Colby students have done
a fantastic job coaching, as most
of them have a lot of previous
soccer experience and many have

coached or worked with children
before," Antoniello said.
Kawamura played organized
soccer in high school , and BrinkRoby played through 4th grade.
In 2010 , Brink-Roby arrived at
the College eager to study classical civilizations. After a transfor-

"Students
have done a
fantastic job
coaching, as
most of them
have a lot of
previous soccer
experience
and many
have coached
or worked
with children
before ."
Mike Antoniello
WTSA Director

mative year abroad , he returned
to the Hill with a new focus. He
is currentl y working on a dualdegree in physics and eng ineering with a minor in computer science , and he is delig hted to serve

as a teacher s assistant tor Clare
Boothe Luce Assistant Professor
of Physics and Astronomy Elizabeth McGrath.
Kawamura is also a double major in physics and engineering.
Bodi she and Brink-Roby spent
their junior years at Dartmouth College in Hanover N.H. as a part of
the Dartmouth exchange program.
This past summer she worked at
the University of Oregon, completing a Research Experience for
Undergraduates, a National Science Foundation funded program.
Now that she is back on the Hill ,
she is continuing her summer work
through an Honors Thesis.
While the two appreciated
the expensive and high-powered
laboratory equi pment available at
larger colleges, they insisted that
there is no replacement for the
small student to faculty ratio they
enjoy on the Hill.
"I'd pick this place every time."
Brink-Roby said.
"The professors here care so
much , especiall y in the Physics Department," Kawamura said. At other schools, she noticed that "teaching was not their first priority."
Grateful to the College and the
surrounding community for a collegiate experience they have thoroughly enjoyed , the coaching duo
is happy to volunteer and guide
local children. They described the
group of eight first- and secondgrade girls that comprise their
team, the Grey Wolves, as "excellent listeners" and "very hard
workers." Look for the team on
Saturdays at the North Street Youth
Soccer Fields in Waterville.
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RESTAURANT REVIEW: THE POINTE AFTA

Over the bridge
By JENNIFER NALE
NEWS STAFF

ALICE ANAMOSA/THE COLBY ECHO

Tree Spirits is a local winery anildistillerythat was opened in 2010 by Colby Graduates They create several varieties of wines
and brandies from local products like apples, pears, and maple trees Severalof their creations haw won prestigious awards

UMaine students design,
launch innovative rocket

Ursa managed to raise approximately $25 ,000 to build and
launch their desi gn.
The student project marks an
On Sept. 16. Team Ursa , a sev- increasing shift from governmenten-man group of amateur rocket funded National Aeronautics and
scientists, took one big step for Space Administration (NASA)
Maine-kind.
space-exploring expeditions to
Josh Mueller. Ryan Means, Luke privately funded efforts. A sigSaindon, Alex Morrow, Robert nificant decrease in NASA fundMiller, Gerard Desjardins and Mi- ing in recent decades has allowed
chael Ostromecky are all current or companies like Virgin Galactic and
former University of Maine students Space X to emerge and dominate
and budding engineers. They formed commercial space flight.
Team Ursa to fill "an economic void
Tom Atchison of Mavericks,
created when the
which
provided
U.S.
government
the Nevada launch
began pulling back
site for Team Ursa,
resources from its
was delighted to
space program" and
see young people
to venture into "the
with the passion and
deep, endless void of
courage to build their
"
space, according to
own spacecraft.
Matt Hongoltz-I let"It 's one of the
ling's Sept. 14 Mbmfirst
ones
I' ve
ingSentinel
article.
seen that 's actuA double entenally been built and
dre, the group 's
desi gned by unname
references
dergraduate engithe constellation
neering students ,"
Ursa Major and
he said in a Sept.
the University of
29 article in the
Maine mascol , a
Morning Sentinel.
black bear. "Ursa "
From the desis the Latin word
ert of Black Rock,
for bear.
Nev., Team Ursa
What began as
launched their 18a senior project
foot.
500-pound
focused on theory
rocket
with the
quickly
evolved
Tom Atchison goal of shooting it
into an expansive
Mavencks Cofounder
120.000 feet into
r oc k et - b u i 1d i n g
the
atmosp here.
campai gn.
The
Though a computer
students desi gned
chip malfunctioned
their own model and calculated
at ?>Z.VW) teet and the rocket ignited
airflow and rates of atmosp heric liv e seconds earl y. Atchison dubbed
pressure using computer pro- the project a victory for science and
gramming, but the; did not stop
Iciin Ursa.
there.
"I think it was a tremendous
success ." he told the Sentinel on
W ith
enthusiastic
support
from M a v e r i c k s c i v i l i a n Space Sept. 2 l) . "The Department of
I oundation and the Maine Defense will lly 20 or 30 of them
Space Grant Consortium of Auinto the ground before they get
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

"It 's one of
the first ones
I've seen
that 's actually been
built and
designed
by undergraduate
engineering
students."

Space Grant Consortium Terry
Shehata expressed a similar sentiment. "You learn from your failure. Failure is something that 's part
of the research process. They ' re
going to take all the data and stats
from that launch , and they 'll succeed next time."

While College students are
very
familiar
w i t h Big G' s over
in W i n s l o w , few
know about another gem lying
across the bridge:
The Pointe Afta.
Don't let the title
of this iconic Maine
sports bar trick you;
it offers so much
more than the traditional wings and
burgers.
Owner
Stan LaPointe has
crafted a menu that
rivals the best Spa
quesadilla you can
imagine. Mine was
overflowing
with
pulled pork , cheese,
and veggies.
Other fan favorites include the
baked
haddock ,
fried shrimp platter, and the buildyour-own-pizza
option. The menu
also includes various
sandwiches
named after local sports stars and
coaches. As a member of the College 's women 's basketball team,
my personal favorite was the

Dick Whitmore , which is named
for the College 's men 's basketball coach of 40 years and filled
with sauteed chicken and ham.
Located at 252 C h i n a Road
in Winslow , The
Pointe Afta is
open daily from
11 a.m. to 11
p.m. It makes the
perfect ,
hearty
n i g h t t i m e snack
for a crazy midterm week.
In my op inion .
The Pointe Afta
is worth the trek ,
and I' m not alone.
The relaxed atmosphere is among
this hot
spot 's
greatest assets.
"This is not
your
clean-cut .
spotless, classy
nei g h b o r h o o d
r e s t a u r a n t ." One
happy Yel p reviewer
writes.
"But w h e n you
walk through the
door y o u are i m m e d i a t e l y taken
back to a t i m e
w h e n you could
go to y o u r f a v o r ite spot to w a t c h t h e game on
TV w i t h v o u r friends over a
cold beer (or t w e l v e ) and t a l k
a b o u t the old t i m e s . "

As a member
of the
College 's
basketball
team, my
personal
favorite was
the Dick
Whitmore ,
which is...
filled with
sauteed
chicken and
ham.
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We have
^^|j^^
listening stations,^^
but you still
might want to
bring your iPod.
From our modern digital classroom to
our retro vinyl collections, the Bixler
Art and Music Library has the source
material you need to be creative.

Mi

The Colby College Libraries
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
As we reported in the News section this week, a bus carrying almost three
dozen Colby students was pulled over in Oakland on Saturday night. 22 students were charged with underage dnnking and 10 were allowed to leave once
they could prove they were over 21. Positive and negative reactions have come
swiftly and strongly from members of the campus and larger Waterville communities, and once again the proverbial can of worms has been blown open.
The most common reaction has been one of bemusement at the local authorities' apparent effort to prohibit what students perceive as a viable and safe
way to get back from a parry The people who hosted the party (whose names
have not been reported} pnvately funded the bus in an effort to reduce the
stress and danger of returning home from off-campus events. This, it would
seem, is a noble cause, and one that should be weighed against the alternative: dnnking and driving, or piling into taxis overcapacity and after midnight
To be clear, me Echo does not endorse underage drinking, nor do we believe that the underage drinkers on the bus deserved to be let off for their transgressions simply because they made one good decision among several lessthan-stellar ones. But, we ' re also are not going to condemn those who made
the decision to attend that off-campus event. Although some may not be considered adults in a bar, we all are considered to be adults on this campus, and
should make our own choices and mistakes—and be held accountable for them.
Our belief, however, is that it is imperativethat local authorities realize that they
aren 't going to stop the off-campus dnnking that underage Colby students partake in within their jurisdiction nearly every weekend. Colby understands this, and
does it 's best to align its safety practicesin a way that work with students' partying proclivities, not in opposition to them. While the police are bound by law
and a responsibility to protect all citizens, we have to ask what they would consider to be the lesser of two evils in a situation that they essentially cannot control.
The Administration has not releaseda statement in any form on this incident, and
it isn't clear whether they're going to. They are undeniably in a tricky position. Eustis is well aware of Colby's drinking culture, and they generallydo a good job of allowing students to have fun how they want, while still making an attemptto improve
the safety condiuons of our drinking culture. Privately, it is afmost certain (we would
hope) that they commend the students who made the responsibledecision to organize
and utilize the bus. By nearly any account, both legal and ethical, drinking and driving is a more egregious offense than underage dnnking. But Terhune, Johnston and
the gang also have to tactfully approachthe Oakland police who charged the students.
Relations between the College and the Waterville Police Department (who
wasn't involved in this incident) are reportedlythe best they've ever been. Colby
is invested in strengtheningrelations like this with the communities around the
Hill for a host of reasons. By that token, it may be in Colby's best interestto establish a working relationship with the Oakland Police Department that doesn't
dismcentivize students from practicing safe party practices. After all, the decision
to pull over the bus - although it was reported that the initial reason for the stop
was the bus* speed, not the people it was transporting— and charge the underage
drinkers is simply counterproductive, and may well cause more harm than good
- Tun Badnungton * 14

- Julianna Haubner '14
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The ethical implications of Republican grandstanding
RYAN
HOFFMAN

M

The political ethics surrounding the government shutdown
are shady at best. The American
government relies on a dialectic
political system to function : that
is , it pitches two opposing sides
against one another to find a solution to the nation 's problems.
That system works because each
side understands that it can win ,
lose or compromise.
The current government shutdown , complex though it is ,
boils down to a breakdown of
this system perpetrated by Ted
Cruz. Personally, I agree with
Cruz 's views on the Affordable
Care Act , better known as ObamaCare. I think it is economically
unsound , inefficient, unfair and
poorly conceived. However, it is
also a legitimate law of the United States of America—and this
must mean something.
Cruz, a Harvard-educated lawyer, understands that few options
are left to him and his political
allies in the fight against ObamaCare. Even his marathon filibuster had no hope of preventing the
Affordable Care Act from becoming a law. However, Cruz also understands that by connecting the

issue to others—the nation s budget, and the debt extension upon
which that budget relies—means
that he can still come out on top.
By relating these issues politicall y, Cruz has successfully given
the fight against ObamaCare new
life. The government can only
spend money if Congress allows it to, and it can only enforce
laws if enforcement mechanisms
are funded—if law enforcement
were defunded , murder would be
technically illegal, but its illegality would matter little in practice.
Cruz and his supporters understand that ObamaCare can be rendered moot if it is defunded. For
this reason, Cruz and his followers
are standing between the United
States government and the money
it needs to function. On the other
side of the aisle, democrats have
chosen to stand up to Cruz and his
power politics in refusing to defund ObamaCare and refusing to
pass any budget which delays its
coming into effect.
Cruz's political maneuvering
is , in many respects , ingenious.
He has successfully resurrected
the issue of ObamaCare even
though the ACA is already a law.
However, I believe he is acting
unethically and against the interests of the United States. I agree
with his end , but not his means.
Cruz isn 't the only one at fault ,
but it was his idea. In a system
that relies on those in power to

accept losses gracefully, Cruz is
doing the opposite. Rather than
admitting defeat and moving forward to address the nation 's most
pressing problems , Cruz is using
linkage to perpetuate and escalate the AFA question. The U.S.
government is in a shutdown,
and the nation is careening towards the fiscal cliff, but ObamaCare is still at the forefront of
the nation 's political scene. Cruz
is willing to risk significant damage to the United States ' forei gn
relations and debt rating with
the only reward being a political
victory. Disagreeing factions in
the United States ' legislature are
therefore potentially affecting
the nation 's position in the world
in an extremely shortsighted ,
unethical manner. It is essential
that Congress come to an agreement to extend the debt ceiling
and pass a budget , even if that
budget funds ObamaCare. Other
legislators and their constituencies must understand what Cruz
does not: it is more important to
keep the government functioning
on all levels than it is to make
it function better on one level
while risking the rest. ObamaCare is important , but it is not
vitally important—it should be
significantly revised , but that revision should come through the
correct political processes rather
than through Cruz 's strong-arm
method of approach.

THE CORRECT BIAS

Bro, you were right: my ideological conversion
NICK
MERRILL

_J

In recent weeks, I've been highly
critical of the Administration.But, despite the title of this column, I have an
open mind. When, at 7 p.m. on Sunday night, 1 decidedto attend the SGA
meeting, I fully expected to leave
with my cultivated cynicism intact.
But the meeting began in an
unexpected way. I arrived slightly late , so I missed the beginning
of Bro 's remarks . When 1 first
began listening, I felt frustrated—he was blatantly repeating
his material from the State of the
College earlier this year. But , as
my Latin teacher was fond of
saying, "Repetition is the mother
of learning. "
Bro was getting through lo me.
Finally, 1 understood that though
he may be a self-righteous , uncharismatic fundraiser , he 's some
sort of genius . When 1 left the
meeting after a mere fifteen minutes , it wasn 't because 1 felt revulsion , it was because 1 was going
throug h a relig ious experience.
Money. That 's what it 's all about!
All of tins school's problems can be
fixed with more money. That 's why
We need fundraisers like Bro and
David A. Greene as our leaders. The
president should , after all , be a role
model; is there anything more noble,
anything more worthy of emulation ,
than the skill ofconvincina people to

give you money?
Professors love to complain about
the lack of faculty experience in Colby's recent presidents. But what do
they have lo teach us? The Higgs-Boson particle? The meaning of secondwave feminism? How can that help
us in learning how to shake hands,
network and make fat stacks?
Bro 's done a worthy job of
raising our endowment. For that ,
I' m thankful. We're on the cusp
of having a new building—of
course , I don 't really care about
students ' ability to study science
in a large, open space. The bottom line is thai the beautiful new
building increases the value of
our brand.
So I' ve been thinking about other,
easy ways that we can increase our
endowment. We're already on the
right track; I'm just following certain
policies lo their logical conclusion.
For $10 million , you can put your
name on the new science building.
But why stop there? 1 can think of
countless easy ways that the College
could make money.
First , we need to make students
accountable for all the damage
they do to the college. By merely existing on Campus, we drain
money from it. Therefore I propose that we install turnstiles as
the entrance of every academic
and residential building. A small
fee , perhaps 25 or 50 cents , would
be required to return home or attend class. To get by, we need to
move around. Overtime, this strategy would net countless dollars
for the College.

Second, there should be billboards
on campus. This campus tends to be
a little too quaint and old-fashioned.
We could fix this by filling it up with
advertising. Though we may think of
ourselvesas hard-boiled, we are, after
all, impressionableconsumers.
Third, courses should be sponsored. Barclays should have an active
hand in all economicscourses. Exxon
should subsidize our environmental studies department The Catholic
Church, I'm sure, would pay to have
some influence over religious studies. So what if the courses become
more biased? Professors and students
already walk into the classroom with
pre-existing prejudices. At least this
way, we can profit from it.
Fourth, those on financial aid , including myself, should be forced to
work for those who aren't. We should
be opening doors, driving limos, and
sweeping the paths for those who
are truly pulling their weight. This'll
make money, because we won 't need
to employ PPD anymore. We'd have
student janitors, and we wouldn 't
have to pay them.
The above ideas may seem somewhat radical, to students and Administration alike. But I believe that we
must adapt to the limes. Changing
Colby so that it more closely fits
America's capitalistic mindset is just
what we need! That we'll raise so
much more money is, of course, the
bottom line. I-ustis might be on the
right track , but they haven't gone far
enough They 're enacting half-measures. To be relevant , we must wholeheartedly embrace the corporatization
of education.

Thoughts on bein g an American

THIS GRAND RCTION

Flippingthe channel
of these habits can change, and so too
can the channel your show ends up on.
INDIANA
But be warned, channel contracts, like
JONES
habits, can be hard to break.
The bountyof channels which come
bundled with the average cable packa^fl
age tend to go largely unused. When
Should you entertain the notion of viewing television, there are usually
viewing life as a television program, are a few channels which we enjoy the
one of the most important filings to mostand favor above the overwhelmconsider is exactly which channel your ing amount of others Out of several
own personalshow would end up air- hundred stations, we spend the most
ing on. However, as soon as you begin time with the ones which carry our
thinking about the style and maturity of favonte shows. The rest broadcastinto
your own personal story, you might be- the ether, never viewed for more than a
gin to realize that things aren't quite as few passing seconds as we flip through
easy as the basic stuff. We tend to pick them with the remote. And thus it is
our friends, at least to a certain extent— with our own personal shows.
our main cast of charactersis primarily
When you stride across Pulver,
ours for the choosing.However, it's not or stand in line in Dana or navigate
as easy to change the channel of your the halls of Lovejoy, you might find
own persona!show as it is to gain a new that many of the people around you
friend—thatis, to add a newcast mem- merit little more than the thought
ber, if we are to use propertenninology. you would give an unwatched chanContemplating your channel is an nel as you skip past it with the reexcellent way to gauge exactly what mote control. Yet each has a place
makes up the majority of your show's in the cornucopia of channels, and
content If your college life tends to- unlike TV stations, we cherish the
wards wild hookups and high-budget- notion that we're all created equal.
ed escapades, you'll be right at home Thus, each show plays out on its
on HBO. Take that to an even higher own channel, and each person's life
level of debauchery—say, if you spend plays out with its own unique flair—
most of your weekends in the Apart- so many stories, all so very fleeting,
ments—you've probably landed on some strikingly similar and countless
Starz. For those whose air theybreathe others wildly different. And no one
is sports, day in, day out, they're more person can ever experience them all.
than likely going to be showing up on But unlike TV, life never shows up
ESPN. Perhaps you're the type who's after a few months in HD streaming
a source of unflappable warmth and on Netfiix Alas
positivity—we have a nice evening
slot for you as a Lifetime drama. And
Next time on This Grand Fiction:
if you're that guy who spends his days Why is a college campus particularly
analyzing every last word of Colby suitable to your TV show? Sets, stagConfessions? Welcome to TMZ. Any ing, and more.
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Societal pressure. Peer pressure.
Group pressure. These human created pressures exist everywhere.
And by using logical thinking
people are quick to give advice
and congratulations for those who
are successful amongst the metrics
created by the group.
For example, in college:
As are better than Bs.
'
-~--f^w—¦Quantitative-based, hard skills
?
^2Z?2S3g
**are typically considered more valu] rj K /:
able than soft, creative skills.
' "
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Contribute to this page
If you have burning opinions and know how to
articulate them , contact me at nmerrill@colby.edu.
I accept Op inions p ieces by 7pm on Sunday
ni ghts for printing in the upcoming Thursday issue.
-Nick Merrill M4 , Opinions Editor

a social framework and so its essence is fluid and its power lies
within its amorphous abilities to
change "faces." If we don 't take
the extra step by using our personal experiences in promoting
or witnessing racism to then pinpoint the structural roots of racism , then this inhumane construct
will only continue to get worse,
like water getting closer and closer to its boiling point.
I believe there is a connection between racial supremacy
and American exceptionalism.
Both are constructs built on the
framework of supremacy. One
assumes that the lighter-skinned
are superior to the darkerskinned. The other assumes that
the U.S.A. is ultimately superior in every which way to every
other nation-state. The U.S.A.
is known for being a "white"
country and so one can argue
that both are built on the framework of white supremacy.
George Orwell once said, "But
if thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt thought."
In a time and place where language
and money are the two most powerful elements of social dynamics, it
would be a good idea to know the
effects of the words we use, and
then choose the right ones. The
U.S.A. is a huge country established
by white European foreigners who
had to cross an entire ocean to get
here (and we call other Americans
"illegal aliens"?), at a major loss to
Native American sovereignty and
ways of life. The U.S. is as powerful
and "well off" (to say the least) as it
is due largely to the knowledge and
energy of other cultures and other
nations. I propose we take "America" back to mean people who are
unified in diversity.

As a heterosexual man, having
sex with many women is better
than being a virgin.
Getting drunk on weekends is better than being sober on the weekends.
Having ajob offer that pays S100K
out of college is better than having a
job that pays $ 10K out of college.
Yet, when I step back and consider . I ask 'Why?' I' m extremely
intrigued by the answers I hear in
my brain:
"Well, everyone else wants to
get A's, so 1 should too."
"My parents told me that quantitative skills give you better job
opportunities , so I better be disciplined and keep working on them. "
"All my friends get drunk on
the weekend , so it has to be good .

right?"
"All the smooth dudes in the
movies have sex with a lot of women, so it 's what I should aim for."
"This $ 100k job offer is the one
everyone else wants. I'd be crazy
not to take it!"
When I ask myself the obvious question, I typically dive
deep into examining the person
I am. After asking these questions at times . I ask myself, "Do
I control my life? Or are all my
decisions made by societal logic
around me?"
Be unafraid to defy societal logic
for what you believe in because we
were all brought into this world
with a unique gift to share with the
rest of the world.

to remind you that, in keeping
with our original announcement
and new policy, drinking is no
longer permitted in those areas.
Colby became a hard alcohol-free
campus as ol Spring 2010.
As we stressed in our announcement , we are - and w i l l
continue to be - committed to
helping people who wish to
eliminate the plague that is
hard alcohol from their lives.
II you use hard alcohol and
want to slop. I hope you will

lake advantage of the available
resources. Information about
those resources and about our
hard alcohol policies arc available at www.colby.edu/twerk-

Societal pressure at Colby
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The Colby Echo is different
this year. I felt it when I read Tim
Badmington and Julianna Haubner 's editorial piece titled "A New
Century, A New Echo." I sensed
it when Thomas Thornton wrote
about our arboretum in "Exploring Colby. Observations." I felt it
when some of our shameful habits were directly addressed in "A
Call to First-Years Everywhere"
by John Kalin and "Colby Values: Leaving No Trace" by Jasmyn Davis and Danielle Bagley. I
felt it when Ryan Hoffman wrote
about the planned obsolescence
that is practiced in this country
and worldwide in "iPhone 5s:
Lost In Obsolescence." I appreciated it when I read "The Danger
of American Exceptionalism " by
Chris Henderson. I wish to ride
this new wave of critically engaged journalism by diving deeper
into what Henderson highlighted
as a very popular idea of what being "American" means; but what
the hell is America anyway?
We hear and use the word "American" every single day. It may come
from television , our friends, our
family and our professors. But
what does the word "America" actually mean? America, also known
as the Americas, is a colonial term
meant to label the combined continental landmass of South, Central,
and North America. The twist is
that "America" is being used exclusively to mean the United States
of America. This is very problem-
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atic because it shows us how far
"American exceptionalism" has
actuall y seeped into our psyche and
discourse. The U.S.A. is just that,
a group of united states within the
greater America; it is one country
among the thirty-six that make up
the Americas. In reality, Bolivians,
Guatemalans and Canadians are all
equally American. Why is it, then,
that we so easily and so frequently
express a sense of exceptionalism in
the words we use every day?
In my opinion, the underlying
force that enables and maintains
this limited type of discourse is racism. Now, I know it seems like racism in the U.S. must be improving
with time because, well, shouldn 't
almost all things improve with the
linear passing of time? No. Anthropology has taught me that. Racism,
unfortunately, is getting worse.
Think about the Supreme Court
striking down key components of
the 1965 Voting Rights Act this past
June, or about how the surveillance
and policing of black and latino
youths is becoming more rampant.
Many times these intensified racial
anxieties lead to unjustified deaths
like those of Sean Bell, Oscar Grant
and Trayvon Martin.
I would bet that many of you
were immediately "turned ofT"
as soon as you read that oh-sopowerful word: racism. The truth
is that racism , almost always, is
defined in a superficial singular
way, limited only to individual
thought and behavior patterns.
This is where many people swear
they themselves are not racist. Whether this is true or not
(which it probably isn 't) does
not change the fact that this is a
predominantly racist world and
that racism still exists outside the
non-racist individual . Racism is

Official notice: hard-alcohol free camDus
UNIQUE
MARIE

<*»

As many of you will recall , we
announced last year our intention
to make Colby a hard alcohol-free
environment. As we made our
transition in 2010 . we designated
areas on campus where hard alcohol use was still allowed. I write

A

team/uniquem(§ rie.

Thank you for your help and
cooperation. With the successful
imp lementation of a hard alcoholfree campus , each and every one
of you has had a part in making
a purer , more unencumbered community as Colby enters its third
century. Lux Mentis Sobrietas.

SAC takes on Portland's First Friday Art Walk
By TERRY O'CONNOR
ASST. A&E EDITOR

Weaving our way throug h
hoards of hipsters and intoxicated art students , a group of about
twenty Colb y kids, professors
and 1 took on the Portland First
Friday Art Walk this weekend.
The eclectic m i \ of artists and
art fans spent the evening hours
walking the city streets experiencing P o r t l a n d ' s booming art
scene. Ranging from eccentric
performance pieces to gallery
e x h i b i t i o n s to street-side tables
display mg homemade arts and
crafts, the night featured almost
all facets of local art.
Co-chair of the Student Art
C o m m i t t e e (SAC). Leilani Pao
'14 , led the herd of eager Colb y art enthusiasts throug h the
u l y Starting ai the Portland
Museum of Art. we w o r k e d our
way throug h a variety of local
galleries , i n c l u d i n g the Space
Gallery and the June F i t / p a t r i c k
Gallery. W h i l e factions of the
herd, unaccustomed to eating
dinner anywhere past the Bobs
5 p.m. o p e n i n g tunc, separated
in search of food, the majont >
of the group stuck to a carefully
laid out path designed to hit up
the city 's f i n e s t .
One of the favorite exhibitions
ot the night was the Portland Museum of An Biennial, which is a

(Lined art exhibit featuring l i v i n g
artists and their recent works.
This year 's Biennial concentrated
on piece-work art; art that, as
Professor Mary Hart described .
had a "repetitious quality to it
There was a lot of obsessive work
in the Show."
Thoug h 1 was one of the weak
souls stuffing my face with a fat
burnto from Mesa Verde. Pao was
also impressed with the Biennial.
"They had a collection of local artists, " she exp lained. "Usuall y at
the biennials the artists aren 't really local , more just here during the
summers: but this year there were
a bunch of professors, like Gary
Green was in the show. " For those
who don 't know . Green is the College 's Photograph y professor.
Among other Colb y professors whose art was on disp lay
Friday nig ht was Mary Mart ,
t h i s year 's stand-in for painting professor Bevin E n g m a n .
w h o is currently on sabbatical.
For Hart , a Port land resident of
about 20 years , the nig ht acts as
a way of building a r e l a t i o n s h i p
between the city 's art c o m m u n i ty and the general public: "[First
F r i d a y ] has become an opportunity for a lot of the young artists
to get their work out in the street
and seen. " She further exp lains.
"It 's this w o n d e r f u l festival of
people feeling really free about
sharing what they 're making
It 's become a major magnet for

all these peop le w h o live around
Portland and come in and experience the art scene to see w hat 's
going on. You get peop le w h o
come because they feel like they
h a v e permission to come and experience the art. "
One of the other hig hlights of
the trip was Amy Stacey Curtis 's
show in the June Fit/patriek Gallery. On disp lay were 99 actualsize d r a w i n g s ol mundane household objects. While the sheer
number of pieces was impressive ,
the meticulous detail put into
each drawing made the series one
of the most impressive on disp lay
that nig ht.
In addition to the great art
Portland had to offer, one of
the u n i v e r s a l l y considered hig hlights of the night was the overall i n t e r m i x i n g of students and
professors. The SAC' s other
senior co-chair . K n s t e n Nassif ,
said. "It 's nice to hang out w i t h
our history professors and our
studio professors in their element. " Hart agreed, saying. "It
was great lo meet people outside of school and learn what
iheir interests are. 1 met a whole
bunch of students in the department I hadn 't met before. "
This year in particular had an
especially strong turn out from
the College 's underclassmen.
For an event usually dominated
by senior art students, Nassif explained . "It 's nice to see. Usually

underclassmen are more timid
to come , but 1 think Mary really
pushed it and got a lot of younger
kids to come. I think we were
really luck y to get so many. It 's
nice for us to get to meet other
kids in the department. " Pao ,
perhaps less enthused b y this
trip 's sophomore participation ,
described it simp l y as , "A lot
more underclassmen. "
All could agree , however , on
the night 's success in bringing
Colby students in contact with a
real-life , professional art commu-

nity. Hart believes the nig ht helps
break down the barrier between
the public and the art world. She
says, "A lot of people are scared
to go in galleries because they
think they ' re private or they cost
money or something, but when
you have this huge street festival 1 think they feel a lot more
relaxed about going and seeing
what 's going on. " Coup led with
the free wine and Mesa Verde
burntos , it 's safe to say there was
little lacking m the SAC organized event.

of the Jazz band, he has also
played various genres with the
c a m p u s band. Roshambo. and
the Colby Orchestra. As one of
only five senior m u s i c majors
at Colby, Phil has had m u l t i ple 3 person classes , whic he
c a l l e d "the [ i d y l l i c ] small-college learning experience , w h i c h
reall y leads to plenty of weird
fun conversations. "
His older brother . A l e x a n der Champoux . director ot
the Farnham Writer 's Center ,
claims natura l musical talent was not a family t r a i t at
t h e i r home in Y a r m o u t h , ME.
Their elementary school had
an a w a r d s system for students whose recorder a b i l i t i e s
showed merit; students who
p l a y e d w e l l w o u l d get a colo r f u l string tied around t h e i r
recorders. "Phil w o u l d come
home w i t h about a h u n d r e d
little strings hang ing off his
recorder. " he said. The pattern
continued in middle school;
though Phil was four years
younger , he r e m e m b e r s his
older brother strugg ling w i t h
reading sheet m u s i c : "Alex just
d i d n ' t get the hang of music
theory. I would a l w a y s end up
doing his chorus h o m e w o r k for
him. " he said. With v e r y different interests and talents, the
Champoux brothers gave their parents the full liberal ads experience.
I houg h m u s i c w i l l a l w a y s
be a huge part of his life, his

chemistry minor may be more
relevant to what he wants in
a future career. The past few
summers Phil worked in a lab
for a small agricultural and cnv ironmcntal science company.
He wrote reports and attended
meetings while w o r k i n g in the
industry setting. I his work led
to him authoring a piece that
w i l l run this week in the AOAC
International company journal.
He hopes this experience , as
well as the background in science al Colby, will lead to a job
pertaining to chemistry, possi-

bly pharmaceutical work.
Thoug h he 's happy not having the future all planned out ,
Phil is sure he wants to work
in the sciences and he p lans to
keep lacrosse and music in his
life long after college.
Phil has managed to take a
\ a s l variety of courses at the
College , i n c l u d i n g lots of sciences and g o v e r n m e n t classes, even thoug h it seems he
must a l w a y s be on the field or
at the t r u m p e t .
Unlike some students who
only figure out years after col-

lege that we are doing nothing relevant to our major , he ' s
already pretty sure he doesn ' i
want to be a director or composer , (though he did write an
entire film score for a class
last semester) but he is sure
the more knowledge regarding
music he has , the better. So,
t a k i n g a d v a n t a g e of the talent and a v a i l a b i l i t y of music
teachers and resources at Colby could never be a regretted
decision. Whatever he does ,
his love for music will continue far beyond the classroom.
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Colby student TaylorSchluhting 16 views apieceat Portlands.' SpaceGallery.

Champoux ' 14 joins passions for arts and athletics

A senior explores
two diverse interests:
music and lacrosse
By BROOKE FAIRBANKS
NEWS STAFF

Since m a s t e r i n g the art of
p laying the recorder in his elementary years , Philip Champoux '14 has come a long w a y .
As a music major minoring in
chem who walked on to the
lacrosse team his first year .
Champoux has taken full adv a n t a g e of a l i b e r a l arts degree. G r o w i n g up in M a i n e ,
he didn ' t get to start lacrosse
until the 6th grade—but like
music—once he started he
d e d i c a t e d h i m s e l f lo it.
When his fifth grade band
w a s in need of t r u m p e t s .
C h a m p o u x r u s t l e d one up and
never puf il down. A very influential
teacher cultivated
in him what was to become a
l i f e l o n g love of jazz. Assi gned
to research a d i f f e r e n t t r u m p e t
p l a y e r every week. C h a m p o u x
saw w h e r e talent and practice
could e v e n t u a l l y
take h i m
Now as a s e n i o r at the College.
C hampoux has an eclectic and
\.isl a p p r e c i a t i o n for all t y p e s
i I m u s i c . 1 houg h he particular!) enjoys p l a y i n g v a r i o u s
instruments
as
a member

Funahashi's Hikari Piano Trio explores censored scores
By ANNA THIN
NEWS STAFF
This past Saturday, Oct. 5,
Colb y featured its very own
Assistant Professor of Music
Yuri Lil y Funahashi. At 7:30
p.m. in Lorimer Chapel , Funahashi performed with her trio
in a concert titled "Hikari Piano Trio: Censored Composers. "
This concert was a part of the
Music at Colby series , which is
sponsored by the Music Department.
The annual Center for the
Arts and Humanities campuswide theme , "Censorshi p, Uncovered" was chosen to create
discussions and collaborations
across all disci p lines. The
overall goal is to study both
ideas of both censorshi p and
free speech through various
events , screenings , lectures
and more.
The concept for this concert had been in the works for
a while: "The trio proposed the
censorship program to the Music Department last November
when the artists for the * 13 - * 14
Music at Colby series were be-

ing selected ," said Funahashi.
The concert featured chamber music , the p iano trio 's
specialty. The three musicians
include Funahashi on piano ,
violinist Jennifer Eltowitch
and cellist Elizabeth Anderson.
Part of the performance was
supposed to involve introductory remarks by Colby faculty
member Assistant Professor
of Music Natasha Zelensky.
Unfortunately, Zelensky was
feeling under the weather , so
Funahashi took her place. This
relevant
portion
exp lained
back ground information about
the composers on the program
as well as wh y the pieces were
selected. The focus of the concert was around the censorshi p
that composers had experienced , specificall y what composers Dmitri Shostakovich ,
Bright Sheng and Fanny Mendelssohn underwent.
"Each of the three composers on the program had experienced censorship in their
own way, " said Funahashi.
"In different countries , at different times , and for different
reasons. Moreover , it was satisfy ing to express these experi-

ences to the audience. "
The key part to the performance was the research put
into it—without the background information about the
composers being silenced , the
concert wouldn 't have a foundation that corresponded to
the censorshi p t h e m e . The trio
researched the biograp hies
of the composers and written
documents about the specific
works ahead of time. "By explaining the background of the
composers and the context in
which the works were written ,
we felt that the audience had
a stronger appreciation for the
works on the program. I was
also personall y very p leased to
see many of my students in the
audience ," she said.
A l t h o u g h the trio spent
t i m e r e s e a r c h i n g and practicing on t h e i r own . they barely
spent any t i m e p r a c t i c i n g together: " A f t e r c h o o s i n g the
works to be performed , the
trio m e m b e r s prepared the
i n d i v i d u a l parts e x t e n s i v e l y,
then got t o g e t h e r for three
days of i n t e n s i v e rehearsals
to work on the e n s e m b l e , "
F u n a h a s h i exp l a i n e d .

Jeanette Gribben-Chalhoub '02
integrates art and philanthropy
By KATHERINE KYRIOS
NEWS STAFF

A liberal arts education has
the ability to inspire students and
provide them with the diverse
academic base to both influence
and shape their career paths. For
Jeanette Gribben-Chalhoub '02,
her experiences at the College exposed her to different areas of the
arts, and as the senior graphic artist at the Illinois-based Meyer
Partners, a direct mail marketing
agency, she continues to pursue
her artistic interest after graduation.
Gribben-Chalhoub's experience
at the College centered primarily
around the visual arts. A declared
major with a concentration in printmaking and painting, GribbenChalhoub connected with many other art students: "Most of my friends
were also in the arts," she said.
Outside of the classroom ,
Gribben-Chalhoub's art education continued throughout her
Colby career. She continued
to engage with the arts when
she studied abroad in Florence , Italy d u r i n g the spring
of her junior year and when
she worked as an assistant to
former arts professor Michael
Marlais during her senior year.
(iribben-Chalhoub has previously worked as an art teacher with
ArtRI-ACH , a Ft. Lauderdale , Fla.
based program that provides lowincome elementary and middleschool students with a fine arts education. While striving to balance the
technical and cultural aspects of the
trade, the alumna organized daily activities for over 30 students,

Even today, Gribben-Chalhoub
is surrounded by professional artistry, but as a mother of two young
children, she finds most of that inspiration through her children. "I am
mostly inspired to be a good mom.
I try to do my best to raise my children to become smart, caring and
compassionate people," she said.
Gribben-Chalhoub summarized the philosop hy of Meyer
Partners as , "to form a partnershi p with each client. Their objectives become our objectives.
Their goals become our goals."
Gribben-Chalhoub has continued to integrate her passion for arts
and philanthropy with her career,
as Meyer Partners works exclusively with nonprofit organizations
to "provide full service, integrated
fund-raising and marketing communications." At the company, connections with clients are extremely
important, and Gribben-Chalhoub
notes that the connections she
formed at Colby have helped her
learn to form the communication

and networking skills necessary
for both the customer service and
the artistic aspects of the trade.
The marketing firm is unique in
its 24 years of philanthropic activities, and they have also become
known for their deeply entrenched
relationships with non-profit clients.
Gribben-Chalhoub
explained
that her experiences at the College
exemplif y the way in which lessons
learned during a student's four years
here extend far beyond the classroom and far beyond graduation.
"Because Colby has such a small
and tight knit community, I learned
the importance of a network between
students, teachers departments."
"It seems everyone knows each
other there," she continued, "and
you learn to build a bridge and find
the common denominator with others. So that has helped me in my
career because I learn to do that
for my agency's clients. I try to
find the best way to connect with
them so I can help them market
themselves the best way possible."

"Althoug h I have performed
or. many thematic concerts ,
this is the first in w h i c h the
theme is being exp lored over

an academic year by the entire
campus " said Funahashi. "We
were p leased to be a part of
the project. "

ALICE A'.AMOSA/THE C0LB1 E.CHC

Members ofthe Hikari Piano Trioperformcensoredpiecesduring the show.

THIS WEEK
AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Rush (R)
1:05 p.m., 345 p.m.. tv50 pm, 930 p.m
Gravity (PG-13)
1 p.m., 3:50 p.m. (3D). 7:05 p.m. (3D). 9.20 p.m. (3D)
Don Ion (R)

1:20 p.m.. 4:05 p.m., 7 p.m.. 9 p.m.

The Family (R)
4 p.m.
Insidious: Chapter 2 (PG-13)
1:25 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 720 p.m., 940 p.m
Runner, Runner (R)
1 30 p.m.. 4:10 p.m., 6:55 p.m. 9:15 pm
Prisoners (R)
12:50 p.m., 3:55 pm., 7:15 p m , 9:05 p.m.
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs (PG)
1245 p.m., 2:50 p.m., 4 55 pm. (3D). 710 p.m., 925 p.m. (3D)
We're the Millers (R)
110pm,645pm

RAILROAD SQUARE
Oct. 11 - Oct. 17
Enough Said (PG-13)
3 p m , 5 p.m.. 7 p.m.. 8:55 p.m (l :n . Sat & Sim), 1 p.m (Sat . Sun St Mon '
In a World... (R)

3:10 p.m . 5 10 p.m., 7 10 p m , 9 10 p m |hn & Sat i .
1 10 p m (Sal Sun & Mon 1

Inequality lor All (PG )
1 5(1 p.m., 4:50 p m , h 50 p m (except SaU. 12:50 p.m (SaU Suil S Mon I
All the Hoys Love Mandy Lane (R)
8:50 pm (Fri Sat & Sun I
lust Before Nig htfall Claud Chabrol Autcur (Unrated)
2:40 p m . 910 p m (Sat Oct 12)
CCHjRTtSi OFCOIBYEDU

Jeanette Gribben-Chalhoub '02 has turned a passion for art into a career

OCTOBER AT A GLANCE

THURSDAY

MONDAY

DVD Thursdays in October
ll:00 a.m / Pugh Center

Beginner Yoga
12:00 p.m / Alfond Athletic Center

Noontime Art Talk: Betye Saar 's
Leader
12:00 p.m / Art Museum

TUESDAY

Amy Walters
October 17th

Circuit Training
5:30 p.m / Alfond Athletic Center

Brian Sharpies '82 Dinner
October 18th

Bible Stud y
7:00 p.m / Lorimer Chapel

Hard y Girls Freaky 5K
October 19th

FRIDAY
Colby Volleyball Invitational
8:00 p.m / Alfond Athletic Center

WEDNESDAY

Ice Cream and Trivial Social ¦
October 17th

First Year Seminar with Mike Green
October 22nd
Poet Andrea Gibson
October 23rd

SATURDAY

Flu Shot Clinic
10:00 a.m / Cotter Union

Field Hockey vs Williams
11:30 a.m / Bill Alfond Turf Field

ES Lunchtime Lecture Series
11:30 a.m / Dana 012 Fairchild Dining Hall

Teach f or America Information Session
October 24th

Maine Children s' Home Benef it
Concert with Sue Scbmitt
7:00 p.m / Bixler 178

Frank H. Wu: "Diversity and U.S
Democracy: Aff irmative Action, Civic
Rights, and DOMA
4:30 p.m / Page Commons

Family Homecoming Weekend
October 25th - 27th

SUNDAY
Alumni Soccer Game
2:00 p.m / Soccer Game Field

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

World Food Day Film
7:00 p.m / Olin 1
Earth Show
9:00 p.m / 120 Pulver Pavilion

Art Museum Masquerade Party
October 31st
"A Jewish Journey Between Genders "
October 31st

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

Did you watch Breaking Bad?
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"No. Fsydi is better."
- Kristen SUrkowski 17
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"Come on...of course. Of course I watched it"

- Sun Willson '16

.TanTiscluo '15
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"I'm not emotionall y ready for it"
- Liz Brehman '15

"Not really."
- Jack Sears '17

JOKAS '
SPECIALS

PUGH CLUB PALOOZA

WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Budweiser Black Crown 12 pack
Now onl y 7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Woodchuck Hard Cider 6 Pack
Now only 5.49 + Tax and Deposit
RedBull Zero 16 oz
2 for $3.00 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the l.ire,est selection ol domestic and import beers in
Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St . Waterville, ME
PHOTO C0UR1FSY OF 1HE PUi'.H COMMI NITY [tOAFir>

givesstudents
the chain e to explorep r e s s iissues
n g of race gender
, andequality
I' lii'h i. hi 1' Paloom

Euro soccer roundup

European soccer
chaotic through
f irst two months

w i n n i n g move, as his unreal
passing along w i t h O l i v i e r Giroud' s finishing have led Arsene
Wenger 's team to first place.
Perhaps even more newsworthy
than all these stories , h o w e v e r ,
is the struggle of defending

By THOMAS ATTAL
SPORTS EDITOR

With alread y t w o months
gone in the Luropean soccer
season , there is no shortage of
c o m p e l l i n g storylines. In Spain ,
Cristiano Ronaldo becoming the
first player to score 50 goals this
calendar year has not prevented
Real Madrid from falling. A
couple of huge performances
by Atletico Madrid, including
a 1-0 w i n over their crosstovvn
rivals, has left the club tied for
first w i t h perennial powerhouse
FC Barcelona. Diego Costa 's
ten goals leads La Liga throug h
eig ht games.
In
the
English
Premier
League , chaos has reigned thus
far. Podium-favorite Manchester City allowed Cardiff City to
beat them at home for the club' s
first ever win at the highest level of Brilish soccer. The Tottenham Holspurs rode their transfer w i n d o w successes lo a hot
slarl. but inexplicably suffered
a three-nil defeat at home at the
hands of Wesl Ham. The team
thai received the most criticism
this summer . Arsenal , shocked
manv by acquiring world-class
m i d f i e l d e r Mcsut Ozil from
Real , li w o u l d appear to be a

Chaos has
reigned thus far.
Manchester City
allowed Card iff
City to beat
them. The Spurs
suffered a threenil defeat at the
hands of West
Ham. Arsenal
shocked many
by signing Ozil.
champion Manchester United.
Through eig ht games . David
Moyes * new club has already
dropped three games. An embarrassing 4-1 loss lo Manchester
City did n o t h i n g to quench the
fears that arose after the 1-0 loss
to Liverpool. A 2-1 loss al home
to West Brom has sent many
fans into panic mode. The biggest positive surprise certainly

is the fast start of Southampton
that has planed them in fourth.
However, a weak schedule thus
far (a w i n versus Liverpool, the
only matchup of note) should
temper expectations.
Across the channel , Paris
Saint-Germain and AS Monaco
are. as expected , leading the
chase. The two big spenders
brought in huge names this summer, including Falcao and lidinson Cavani. and both h a \ e yet
lo lose. 21 points each through
nine games leaves the iwo battling fiercely, and the other 18
racing for third. Sene A, the
top Italian league, is also seeing a heated race form early on.
Seven weeks h a v e elapsed, but
three teams remain undefeated:
AS Roma , J u v e n t u s Turin and
Napoli. The two-time defending champs. Juve , are favorites
with the acquisition of Carlos
Tevez , but Gonzalo Higuain has
appeared more than capable of
leading Napoli to the lop.
Finally, the Bundesliga continues to watch the age-old
s h o w d o w n between Bayern Munich and Borussia Dortmund
unfold. The move of Mario Gotze from the latter to the former
left many expecting a runaway
title for the 2013 Champions
League w i n n e r s . However , the
1 I combined goals already put
in b y Robert Levvandowski
and recruit Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang ha\ e a l l o w s Dortmund to slay w i t h i n one point
of first place.

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK
SPORT:
Rugby

Jack Sears '17

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
VOLLEYBALL
VS. WESLEYAN
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
1
WOMEN'S SOCCER
VS. AMHERST
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
FIELD HOCKEY
VS. AMHERST
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
CROSS COUNTRY
AT NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
MEN'S SOCCER
VS. AMHERST
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12
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BY THE NUMBERS
0: Points conceded at home by FC Barcelona in
La Liga games over the past year. The Spanish
powerhouse has won their last 19 league home
fixtures , illustrating their impressive dominance
over one of the world's best leagues.

POSITION:
Fly-half

14: Shot differential for the Colby field hockey
team in their game against Wesleyan. The team
unleashed 22 shots and conceded only eight,
yet the Mules fell 2-1 in a heartbreaking penalty shootout.

HOMETOWN:
Silver Spring, MD
WHY: Through
its
first three games
this year, the Colby
Men's Rugby Club
has
scored
67
points. 32 of those
were earned by firstyear Jack Sears. The
rookie scored two
tries in his first ever
collegiate
matc h,
against MMA , and
followed up his performance with strong
showings
against
Bowdoin and UMO.
Sears has taken over
the kicking job for the
Mules , scoring on
conversions as well

Colby
On Deck

as penalties , missing
only two kicks this
year. Sears is part
of a young team that
graduated more than
half of its starting
roster at the end of
the 2012 season.

8

Kicks converted to
date , on just ten attempts

Bengals top Pats

Pats suff er f irst loss
of season without
scoring a touchdown
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The New England Patriots lost a game
for the first time this season, but don't hit
the panic button just yet While (he offense struggled and Tom Brady looked
nothing like his normal, deadly accurate
self, the defense played very well this
week. Cinctnan's Andy Dalton is a talented young quarterback and he throws
to two very good tight ends, which Tony
Gonzalez showed us last week can make
life difficult for this defense, and his top
wide out is one AJ Green, who nearly
won the Rookie of the Year award a few
years ago. Cincinnati also features a dangerous duo of running backs with rookie
Gto Bernard and familiar face BenJarvus
Green-Ellis splitting time behind Dalton.
Facing a good offense, the defense played
extremely well, holding the Bengals to six
points until finally allowing a touchdown
with about six minutes left in the game.
This game is squarely on the offense.
The Patriots didn 't even have a red zone
possession until their second to last drive
after the Bengals' TD. There are 32 teams
in the NFL and not one of them can expect
to win on a regular basis scoring six points
a game. Yes, Brady is lacking most of his
receivingoptions from last year, but Kenbreli Thompkins proved last week that he
is at least competent, and Julian Edelman
and Danny Amendola are talented players. Brady needs better protection from

his offensive line, and he simply needs
to be more accurate. I can't remember a
season where Brady's accuracy has been
more suspect Some drops explain some
of his incompletions, but his game ending
interception on the last drive (which was
kept alive by Bengals' penalties)can't be
blamed on anybody but Brady. He had an
open receiver down the sideline and underthrew the ball so badly that it was an
easy pick for Adam Jones.
While multiple defensiveplayers pointed to the Bengals' TD drive in the fourth as
evidence tliat they need to play better, their
effort was extremely impressive. Lacking
Vince Wtlforkup the middle hurt this unit,
without question.Cincinnatimanaged 162
rushing yards as team, though they were
limited during the first half. That kind of
attack is tough to stop without the big man
#75 in the middle. That being said, teams
that like to spread it out more may not
provide as much trouble as the Bengals,
a team that always likes to run the ball.
From a passing standpoint the defense
was stellar. The Patriots only allowed
179 yards passing,no TDs and picked off
Andy Dalton in the red zone. The Patriots
won the turnover battle, including forcing
a key fumble when the Bengals were trying to ice the game, and the defense put up
a spectacular effort against the pass. I can
live with 13 points and only two drives
into the red zone, one ending with an interception. This offense needs to improve,
and no it's not just on the receivers. Brady
and his o-line have to be better; there is
just no other way to say it. The return of
Rob Gronkowski should help, but he can't
throw the ball to himself. It is time for the
offense to step up, especially with Drew
Brees and the Saints coming to town.
Something tells me that they might score
more than 13 points.

Start Your Career in Accounting.
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The D'Amore-McKim MS in Accounting/
MBA for non-accounting majors:
• Earn two degrees in just 15 months.
• Complete a 3-month paid residency at a leading
accounting firm.
• History of 100% job placement.

Take the first step.
Visit us online or at an information session near you.
Learn more about the program and upcoming events
at msamba.northeastern.edu

Become our fan on Facebook.
nfacebook.com/northeasternuniversir/msamba
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School of Business

D'Amore-McKim
Northeastern University

XC takes first place
By PETE CRONKITE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This past Saturday, the Colby
cross country program hosted its annual invitational at the trails around
the college. Every year, the College
invites local teams to the one-day
tournament for a race (hat generall y highlightsthe younger and less
experienced runners on the Mule
teams. With only one week to go
before (he ail-important New I iigland Championships, Colby lias
traditionally used the invitational to
rust its (op runners on cacti team ami
give its future stars a chance tn see
college-level competition.
Maine Maritime Academy. t uid
I lusson I mversity were the primary
challengers this time around Along
wiili other nearbyteams from Thom-

as College, Unity, Maine Maclnas.
and Maine-lTesque Isle, they gamely
took lo the course for another year 's
try at dethroning the host team. This
was not to be the year, howev er, as
Colby maintained its dominance of
its own inv itational. As usual, both
the men 's and w omen 's team came
in first, vv ith appearancesby the Nordic Ski teams popping up in the lop
finishers' list
The lop Colbj runner in the women 's bracket was first-year skier Ann
Bianco in third place, one of seven
Mules in the lop ten ( o-< aptain Siv
phie Weaver " 14 was the first to tini- h
f or the cross country team, placing
sixth with a nine of 21:10 Uusson
stole the lop two mdiv iduai spots, bin
could not pull within ten ixnnts ot
Colby s first place team score.
1'heC olhv men 's M d e h a d a s m u c h

a monopol y on the top ten table as the

women 's runners did. Of the seven
top spots that went to the Mules, Tom
Barry "17 of the cross country team
was first missing Maine Maritime s
Matt Methol by onl y nine seconds lor
first place Methot s squad was more
than 20 points behind Colby's team
total, takinga distant second place.
With the women in sixth and the
men in eigili in the current New
I ngland Regional rankings, both
teams are more lhan capable ol
impressive showings ai next w eekend's championships. The tournament held over ( olbv \ lall break .
marks the beginning of the critical
L*h:mtipjunsbip season. Following
the Colby Invitational, the teams
will have hardh, a weekend off between the sequential New lingland,
Maine Stale. NESCAC, I I 'AC.
New England Division 111 and

NCAADivision III Championships

M. Soccer top crosstown rival Thomas

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

The Colby men s soccer team was able to take out Thomas College 2-1 (left) at home, but couldn 't keep their momentum going against a NESCAC rival for the third time this season.

ByZACHARYHXEJVTHAL
STAFF WRITER

In what has become something of
a pattern for the Colby men's soccer
team, this past week saw them earn
a victory in their out-of-conference
match before falling in their New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) contest.
After beating Thomas College 2-1
and then dropping a heart-breaking
double-overtime match by a score of
1-0 against Wesleyan University, the
Mules' overall record now stands at
3-5. But with all three of their wins
coming against non-conference opponents, the team is still searching

for that elusive first NESCAC win.
In this year's annual Elm City Bowl,
the Mules hosted the Thomas College
Terriers at LoebsField on Wednesday,
Oct 9. Quad-captain Nate Tolman *14
picked a great time to score his first
goal of the season when he netted the
go-ahead and eventual game-winning
goal to break a 1-1 tie. Keith Chemin
'15 helped set up the goal in the 68th
minute when his pass sprung Tolman
into scoring position, who was then
able to successfullystrike the ball past
Terrier goalkeeper Mikkail Crockwell.
Colby had scored the first goal of
the game thanks to an own goal committed by Thomas in the 43rd minute. The Mules took advantage of a
throw-in deep in Thomas' territory,

which was headed on net by Tim
Stanton. An errant clearing attempt
by a Thomas defender ended up in
the back of the net.
But the lead was short-lived;
just 16 seconds after play resumed, Thomas responded with
the equalizer. A Colby foul gave
the Terriers a free kick that
was taken by midfielder Joshua
Phel ps. His shot escaped Mule
goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser ' 15
but rang off the left post , leaving
an easy tap-in for Paul Rechichi.
After Tolman's goal in the 68th
minute, the Mules locked down on
defense to stifle any chance of another Terrier comeback. Colby outshot
Thomas 13-6 in the second half and

necticut. The Mutes entered the
game first in fhe NESCAC in
rushing defense, allowing just
39.5 yards per game. Wesleyan
didn 't care about the Mules '
slats , however, and proceeded
to ride their running game all
the way home. The Cardinals
rushed for 266 yards and had
two players tally over 100 yards
on the ground each.
The Cardinals scored the only
points of the first quarter with
a field goal before breaking
open the game in ihe second.
Two touchdowns gave Wesleyan a 17-0 lead at the half , and
things only went d o w n h i l l from
there. Wesleyan dominated play
throughout ihe game lo take a
decisive 41-0 victory over the
v i s i t i n g Mules. The best drive
of the day for Colby stalled al

the 2-yard line as time ran out
on the effort.
Colby will look to play much
better as perennial power Amherst College comes to Waterville on Oct 12. Colby is now
1-2 after their back-to-back
road losses following an impressive 31 -8 home victory over
Williams in the opening game.
Hopefully the Mules will succeed in c o n t i n u i n g to put forth
winning efforts, at home but
they're going to have to do
much better than their last two
games. Amherst enters the game
3-0 . h a v i n g just soundl y beaten
Middlebury this week.When the
two teams faced off last season ,
the Mules travelled lo Amherst.
The Lord Jeffs dominated from
start to finish and tame away
with a 23-3 win.

Wesleyan tops football

Encouraging start
to season ends
with tough def eat
ByMBSCHENCK
STAFFWRITER

The toug h schedule continues
for the Colb> football team. After a toug h road loss last week ,
in which the- Mules were even
w i t h hig h-powered Middlebury
going into the fourth quarter before giving up 17 points m the
last frame for a difficult 27-10
loss , things didn 't get easier for
the Mules as they traveled down
lo Wesleyan University in Con-

Funkhouser was only called upon to
make three saves in the closing 45
minutes en route to the win.
In Saturday's NESCAC matchup
at Wesleyan University,Cardinal forward Matt Lynch broke a scoreless
tie with 3:45 left in double overtime,
sending the Mules back to Maine
with sour tastes in their mouths. The
game-winning play originated from
midfielder Hans Erickson, who sent
a crossing pass for Lynch to head
past Funkhouser for the suddendeath victory.
Each team had golden opportunities
to score during regulation and overtime, but Funkhouser and Cardinal
goalkeeper Emmett McConnell stifled
each one. McConnell made six saves

throughout the contest; of note was
his robbery of junior Jon Stronach's
attempt just 15 minutes into the first
half. Funkhouser's highlight of the
day came with five minutes to go in
the second half, w hen he turned aside
Brandon Sousa's strike to preserve the
tie. He finished the day with five saves.
Wesleyan outshot Colby 17-12; Matt
Giron '16 and Stronach combined for
seven of the 12 Colby shots.
The upcoming week is a busy one
for the men's soccer team as they
travel to the University of MaineFarmington for a make-up match
before hosting back-to-back NESCAC gameson Saturday and Sunday
against Amherst College and Connecticut College.

